Applications

Tamper evident labels gives an additional layer of protection, to your products and therefore your brand by providing physical evidence of opening by revealing a hidden message.

These labels can be used to carry a corporate message, validate a warranty, protect against counterfeiting and prove product authenticity to your customers.

A tamper strip can be applied across the closure of a carton, lid of a bottle, seal of a container or tamper tape can be used around shrink wrapped pallets and packaging boxes; Perfume, Aftershave, Alcohol, DVD’s, Rechargeable Batteries, Cigarettes, Tobacco, Pharmaceuticals, Electronics, Cosmetics, Camera’s, Telephones, Computers, Chemicals, Clothing … and many more

Benefits

An inexpensive solution to secure your products against theft and tampering.

Layered brand security is now available for you; providing strong visual proof of tampering if the seal is broken, leaving a clearly visible warning message. This provides you instantly with a new layer of security adding to your genuine product protection.

Flexible

Can be applied to different surfaces from cardboard, wood through to plastic

Instant Layer of Security

Sticks immediately giving you an additional layer of security

Individual Options

Sequential numbers, barcodes, QR codes, logos, language

Simple, Secure Solution

Machine or manually applied

Approved

Complies with ISO 17712, C-TPAT, OSHA and FDA standards